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Graphene was chosen as an additive to improve the hydrogen uptake and release properties of magnesium (Mg). Five
weight percent of graphene was added to Mg or pre-milled Mg by milling in hydrogen (reactive milling). The milling
processes and hydrogen uptake and release properties of the graphene-added Mg were investigated. Adding graphene to
Mg and then milling the mixture of Mg and graphene in hydrogen for 6 h [named M5G (6 h)] had little effects on the
improvement of hydrogen uptake and release properties of Mg. Pre-milling of Mg (for 24 h) and then adding 5 wt.% of
graphene by milling in hydrogen (for 30 min) (named M5G) significantly increased the hydrogen uptake and release
rates and the quantities of hydrogen absorbed and released for 60 min of Mg. The activation of M5G was completed
after cycle number, CN, of two (CN = 2). M5G had a high effective hydrogen-storage capacity of 6.21 wt.% at 623 K in
12 bar H2 at CN = 3. M5G released 0.25 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min and 5.28 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min H2 in 1.0 bar H2
at 623 K at CN = 3. Pre-milling of Mg and then adding graphene by milling in hydrogen and hydrogen uptake-release
cycling are believed to create defects, produce cracks and clean surfaces, and decrease particle sizes.
Keywords: hydrogen storage materials, milling in hydrogen, hydrogen uptake and release rates, microstructure,
graphene-added Mg alloy.

1. INTRODUCTION

nanocomposites existed as a C-H bond type in graphite and
as hydride type in Mg.
Graphite has a high thermal conductivity compared
with most metals except gold, silver, copper, and
aluminium. When graphite is added to Mg, it can thus help
the sample have higher hydrogen uptake and release rates
by dispersing heat rapidly. The average specific gravity of
graphite is 1.6 – 2.0, which is smaller than the specific
gravity of aluminium, and the specific surface area of
graphite is large.
In the present work, graphene was chosen as an
additive to improve the hydrogen uptake and release
properties of Mg. Five weight percent of graphene was
added to Mg or pre-milled Mg by milling in hydrogen
(reactive milling). The milling processes and hydrogen
uptake and release properties of the graphene-added Mg
(named M5G) were investigated.

Magnesium (Mg) is known to have excellent
hydrogen-storage properties, except that it has low
hydrogen uptake and release rates. To increase the
hydrogen uptake and release rates of Mg, transition metals
like Pd [1], Cu [2], Co, Ni or Fe [3, 4], and Ti [5], rareearth metals such as La and Y [6], graphite [7, 8], or
intermetallic compounds such as Mg2Ni, LaNi5, and FeTi
[9 – 11] have been added to Mg.
Of the studies in which carbon materials have been
doped, Huot et al. [7] synthesized a metallic hydride
rapidly by milling Mg with graphite at a high temperature
under hydrogen pressure. They were able to form hydride
by milling a mixture of Mg + 5 at% V + graphite at 573 K
under 4 bar H2 for 1 h. Popilevsky et al. [8] synthesized
pelletized porous composites of Mg admixed with 2 wt.%
of either multiwall carbon nanotubes or graphite. They
reported that the best combination of hydrogen desorption
kinetics, thermal conductivity, and mechanical stability
was obtained for the pellets synthesized from the mixture
of Mg with 2 wt.% of carbon nanotubes processed by 4 h
of co-milling [8]. Imamura et al. [12] obtained
nanocomposites by mechanically milling Mg, graphite, and
organic additive (benzene, cyclohexene or cyclohexane).
In the obtained nanocomposites, many dangling carbon
bonds were formed in the graphite due to the
decomposition of the graphite structure, which was caused
by mechanical milling. The hydrogen absorbed in these

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Pure Mg powder (– 20 + 100 mesh, 99.8 %, metals
basis, Alfa Aesar) and graphene (3 – 10 multi-layer
graphene, 5 – 10 m, purity ≧ 99 wt.%, thickness
nanometer 3 – 6 nm, surface area 150 m2/g, chemical
exfoliation proprietary method, Carbon Nano-material
Technology Co., LTD) were used as starting materials.
Reactive milling refers to the milling of a material in a
reactive gas atmosphere and in this work, the reactive
milling was performed in a hydrogen atmosphere. In the
present work, milling in hydrogen to obtain the final
samples is referred to as reactive milling and milling in
hydrogen before reactive milling to obtain the final
samples is referred to as pre-milling.
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Fig. 1. XRD pattern of graphene

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of graphene at different magnifications

The shapes of particles were very irregular; some
particles were flat and some were rod-like. The average
particle size was obtained by linear intercept technique
[14]. The average particle size of the graphene was
14.1 μm.
Raman spectra of the graphene and as-prepared M5G
are shown in Fig. 3. Raman spectrum measurements were
done with a laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The
Raman spectrum of the graphene used in this work
exhibited D, G, and 2D peaks, which can be assigned to
graphene. The Raman shifts of the D, G, and 2D peaks for
graphene were 1355, 1584, and 2713 cm-1, respectively.
The ratio of intensities of the D and G peaks, ID/IG, for
graphene was 0.809. Ferrari et al. [15] reported that the
shape and intensity of the 2D peak of graphene changed
significantly compared with bulk graphite and the 2D peak
of bulk graphite consists of two components 2D 1 and 2D2.
Ferrari et al. also reported that the graphene D peak is a
single sharp peak, while in graphite it is a band consisting
of two peaks, D1 and D2 [15]. The Raman spectrum in
Fig. 3 a shows that the material used in this work was not
graphite but graphene. It was reported that IG/I2D is about
0.3 in single-layer and increases linearly until quintuple
layers, and saturated in more than sextuple layers [16]. The
graphene used in this work (Fig. 2 a) had IG/I2D of 1.77,
showing that the graphene used in this work was multilayer
graphene. Hodkiewicz et al [17] reported that the D peak is
known as the disorder band or the defect band and the
intensity of the D peak is directly proportional to the level
of defects in the sample. Rusi & S. R. Majid [18] reported
that increments of ID/IG can be attributed to an increase in
defects on the surface of the sample that were induced
during the synthesis process. The ratio of intensities of D
and G peaks, ID/IG, for as-prepared M5G was 1.321. The
increase in ID/IG after reaction-involving milling of the premilled Mg with graphene shows that defects and disordering

Table 1. Names, compositions, and preparation conditions of the
prepared samples
Sample
names

(100)
(101)

Intensity, arbitrary unit

(002)

Reactive milling to prepare a M5G (6 h) sample,
which has a composition of 95 wt.% (Mg without premilling) + 5 wt.% graphene, was performed in a planetary
ball mill (Planetary Mono Mill; Pulverisette 6, Fritsch).
Samples with the desired compositions (total weight = 8 g)
were mixed in a hermetically sealed stainless steel
container with 105 hardened steel balls (total weight
= 360 g); the sample to ball weight ratio was 1/45. All
sample handling was performed in a glove box under Ar in
order to prevent oxidation. The disc revolution speed was
400 rpm. The mill container (volume of 250 mL) was then
filled with high purity hydrogen gas (~ 12 bar). Milling
was performed for 6 h, during which the mill container was
refilled with hydrogen every two hours.
Pre-milling of Mg was performed under the conditions
similar to those for the preparation of M5G (6 h). Premilling of Mg was performed for 24 h.
To prepare M5G, which was prepared using pre-milled
Mg, the addition of graphene was also performed in a
planetary ball mill (Planetary Mono Mill; Pulverisette 6,
Fritsch). 95 wt.% (Mg pre-milled for 24 h) + 5 wt.%
graphene (total weight = 8 g) were mixed under the
conditions similar to those for the preparation of M5G
(6 h). Reactive milling to prepare M5G was performed for
30 min.
Table 1 shows the names, compositions, and
preparation conditions of the prepared samples.
The absorbed or released hydrogen quantity was
measured as a function of time in nearly constant hydrogen
pressures (in 12 bar H2 for hydrogen uptake and in 1.0 bar
H2 for hydrogen release) using the volumetric method, with
the Sieverts’ type hydrogen uptake and release apparatus
described previously [13]. 0.5 g of the samples was used
for these measurements.
Samples after reactive milling and after hydrogen
uptake-release cycling were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation, using a Rigaku
D/MAX 2500 powder diffractometer. The microstructures
of the powders were observed using a JSM-5900 scanning
electron microscope (SEM) operated at 20 kV. Raman
spectrum measurements were done with an NTEGRA (NTMDT, Russia) Raman microscope with a laser excitation
wavelength of 532 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Graphene is an allotrope of carbon and consists of a
single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal
lattice. Fig. 1 shows the XRD pattern of graphene, with the
Miller indices of the faces marked.
The SEM micrographs of graphene at different
magnifications are shown in Fig. 2. Particle sizes were not
homogeneous; some particles were very large and some
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in the graphene were increased. As formation of the
defects in graphene, we can consider the formation of point
defects (vacancies) in the lattice points of the hexagonal
basal plane. For disordering, we can consider the formation
of stacking fault disorder and turbostratic graphite. In the
graphene, stacking fault disorder is known to be generated
due to forward shearing of the hexagonal basal planes after
mechanical milling [19]. The turbostratic graphite is the
graphene which has curled, twisted, and rotated planes
[19]. Rather than the former (the formation of defects in
graphene) since high energy is considered to be required to
make vacancies in the lattice points of the hexagonal basal
plane, we believe that, the latter (the generation of stacking
fault disorder and the formation of turbostratic graphite)
occurred after milling with the pre-milled Mg.
graphene 2 ID/IG : 0.809
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0.23 wt.% hydrogen for 10 min, and 0.37 wt.% hydrogen
for 60 min. At CN = 4, M5G (6 h) absorbed 0.23 wt.%
hydrogen for 2.5 min, 0.23 wt.% hydrogen for 10 min, and
0.27 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min. The R versus t curves
were very similar from CN = 1 to CN = 4. From CN = 1 to
CN = 4, the initial hydrogen release rate of M5G (6 h) was
low and the quantity of hydrogen released for 60 min, R
(60 min), of M5G (6 h) was small. At CN = 1, M5G (6 h)
released 0.06 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min, 0.09 wt.%
hydrogen for 10 min, and 0.13 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min.
We define an effective hydrogen-storage capacity as
the quantity of hydrogen absorbed for 60 min. M5G (6 h)
had a small effective hydrogen-storage capacity of
0.37 wt.% at 593 K in 12 bar H2 at CN = 1.
The results in Fig. 4 show that adding graphene to Mg
and then grinding the mixture of Mg and graphene in
hydrogen has little effects on the improvement of the
hydrogen uptake and release properties of Mg.
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Fig. 3. Raman spectra: a – graphene; b – as-prepared M5G
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The quantity of hydrogen absorbed by the sample, U,
was defined with respect to the sample weight. The
quantity of hydrogen released by the sample, R, was also
defined with respect to the sample weight. U and R were
expressed in the unit of wt.% hydrogen.
Fig. 4 shows the variation in the U versus time t curve
in 12 bar H2 with the cycle number, CN, and the R versus t
curve in 1.0 bar H2 at CN=1, at 593 K for M5G (6 h),
which was prepared by milling a mixture of 95 wt.% Mg
(not pre-milled) + 5 wt.% graphene for 6 h. From CN = 1
to CN = 4, the initial hydrogen uptake rate of M5G (6 h)
was low and the quantity of hydrogen absorbed for 60 min,
U (60 min), of M5G (6 h) was small. The initial hydrogen
uptake rate and U (60 min) decreased from CN = 1 to
CN = 3 and increased from CN = 3 to CN = 4. At CN = 1,
M5G (6 h) absorbed 0.23 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min,
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Fig. 4. a –variation in the U versus t curve in 12 bar H2 with the
cycle number, CN; b – the R versus t curve in 1.0 bar H2 at
CN=1, at 593 K for M5G (6 h)

Fig. 5 shows the variation in the U versus t curve with
the cycle number at 573 K in 12 bar H2 for M5G. At
CN = 1, the initial hydrogen uptake rate of M5G was
relatively high and the quantity of hydrogen absorbed for
60 min, U (60 min), was relatively large. As CN increased
from one to three, the initial hydrogen uptake rate of M5G
increased and from CN = 3 to CN = 4, the initial hydrogen
uptake rate of M5G decreased. As CN increased from one
to three, the U (60 min) of M5G decreased and from
CN = 3 to CN = 4, the U (60 min) of M5G increased.
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These results indicate that the activation of M5G was
completed after CN = 2. At CN = 1, M5G absorbed
0.95 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min, 2.26 wt.% hydrogen for
10 min, and 5.55 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min. At CN = 3,
M5G absorbed 1.82 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min, 3.28 wt.%
hydrogen for 10 min, and 4.70 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min.
Table 2 presents the variations of U with t at 573 K in
12 bar H2 at CN = 1 – 4 for M5G.

relatively low, and the hydrogen release rate was the
highest in about 35 min. M5G released 0.25 wt.%
hydrogen for 2.5 min, 0.32 wt.% hydrogen for 10 min, and
5.28 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min. Table 3 shows the
variations of R with t in 1.0 bar H2 and U with t in 12 bar
H2 at 623 K at CN = 3 for M5G.
Table 2. Variations of U (wt.% hydrogen) with t at 573 K in
12 bar H2 at CN = 1 – 4 for M5G

6

CN = 1
CN = 2
CN = 3
CN = 4

U, wt.% hydrogen

5
4
3

2.5 min
0.95
1.82
1.82
1.82

5 min
1.44
2.60
2.60
2.64

10 min
2.26
3.28
3.28
3.42

30 min
4.20
4.42
4.20
4.38

60 min
5.55
5.15
4.70
4.97

Table 3. Variations of R (wt.% hydrogen) with t in 1.0 bar H2 and
U with t in 12 bar H2 at 623 K at CN = 3 for M5G
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Fig. 5. Variations in the U versus t curve in 12 bar H2 with the
cycle number at 573 K for M5G

M5G had quite a high effective hydrogen-storage
capacity of 5.55 wt.% at CN = 1 and a high effective
hydrogen-storage capacity of 4.70 wt.% at CN = 3 at
593 K in 12 bar H2.
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Fig. 7. XRD pattern of M5G dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen
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Fig. 7 shows the XRD pattern of M5G dehydrogenated
at the 4th hydrogen absorption-release cycle. The M5G
after reactive milling contained a large amount of Mg and
small amounts of β-MgH2 and graphene. This shows that
β-MgH2 formed by the reaction of Mg with H2 during
milling in hydrogen. β- MgH2 is a low pressure form of
magnesium hydride with a tetragonal structure. The M5G
dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen uptake-release cycle
contained a large amount of Mg, a small amount of
graphene, and very small amounts of β-MgH2 and MgO. A
very small amount of MgO is considered to be formed by
the reaction of Mg with oxygen adsorbed on the particle
surfaces during treating the samples to obtain the XRD
pattern. The grain sizes of Mg and MgH2 in the samples
were calculated using Scherrer formula. The grain sizes of
Mg and MgH2 in the M5G after reactive milling were
25.8 nm and 17.9 nm, respectively. The grain sizes of Mg
and MgH2 in the M5G dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen
uptake-release cycle were 30.9 nm and 56.9 nm,
respectively. The grain size of Mg increased after hydrogen
uptake-release cycling.
The SEM micrographs of M5G after reactive milling
and M5G dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen uptakerelease cycle is shown in Fig. 8. M5G after reactive milling
had no homogeneous particle size and its particles had
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Fig. 6. U versus t curve in 12 bar H2 and R versus t curve in
1.0 bar H2 at 623 K at CN = 3 for M5G

The U versus t curve in 12 bar H2 and R versus t curve
in 1.0 bar H2 at 623 K at CN = 3 for M5G are shown in
Fig. 6. The initial hydrogen uptake rate of M5G was quite
high and the U (60 min) of M5G was quite large. M5G
absorbed 1.99 wt.% hydrogen for 2.5 min, 4.40 wt.%
hydrogen for 10 min, and 6.21 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min.
The R versus t curve exhibited momentary hydrogen
release of 0.25 wt.% in the beginning. This is believed to
result from the hydrogen desorbed from the surfaces of the
particles and released from the MgH2-H solid solution. We
believe that the hydrogen quantity from the MgH2-H solid
solution is smaller than that from the surfaces of the
particles since it has been reported that the quantity of
hydrogen contained in the MgH2-H solid solution is small
[20]. The R versus t curve was S-shaped, indicating that the
hydrogen release reaction progressed by a nucleation and
growth mechanism. The initial hydrogen release rate was
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some cracks and the particle surfaces were undulated.
M5G dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen uptake-release
cycle had a microstructure similar to that of M5G after
reactive grinding. The average particle size of the M5G
after reactive milling was 11.7 μm while that of the M5G
dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen uptake-release cycle
was 12. 50 μm, indicating that these two samples had
similar particle sizes. However, the particles of M5G
dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen uptake-release cycle
had more cracks than those of M5G after reactive milling.
The particles of M5G dehydrogenated at the 4th hydrogen
uptake-release cycle had some fine particles on their
surfaces. The formation of cracks and fine particles with
hydrogen uptake-release cycling are considered to result
from the expansion and contraction of Mg with hydrogen
uptake-release cycling.

a

The hydrogen uptake-release cycling is also believed
to create defects, produce cracks and clean surfaces, and
decrease particle sizes due to expansion (by hydrogen
uptake) and contraction (by hydrogen release) of Mg
[25 – 28].

4. CONCLUSIONS
Adding graphene to Mg and then milling the mixture
of Mg and graphene in hydrogen for 6 h (named M5G
(6 h)) had little effects on the improvement of hydrogen
uptake and release properties of Mg. Pre-milling of Mg
(for 24 h) and then adding graphene by milling in
hydrogen (for 30 min) (named M5G) significantly
increased the hydrogen uptake and release rates and the
quantities of hydrogen absorbed and released for 60 min of
Mg. The activation of M5G was completed after cycle
number, CN, of two (CN = 2). M5G had a high effective
hydrogen-storage capacity of 6.21 wt.% at 623 K in 12 bar
H2 at CN = 3. M5G released 0.25 wt.% hydrogen for
2.5 min and 5.28 wt.% hydrogen for 60 min H2 in 1.0 bar
H2 at 623 K at CN = 3. Pre-milling of Mg and then adding
graphene and are believed to create defects, produce cracks
and clean surfaces, and decrease particle sizes. The
hydrogen uptake-release cycling is believed to bring about
similar effects.

b
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